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Laser control of two basic ionization processes on fused silica, i.e., multiphoton ionization and

avalanche ionization, with temporally asymmetric pulse envelopes is investigated. Control leads to

different final electron densities/energies as the direct temporal intensity profile and the time

inverted intensity profile address the two ionization processes in a different fashion. This results in

observed different thresholds for material modification on the surface as well as in reproducible

lateral structures being an order of magnitude below the diffraction limit (down and below 100 nm

at a numerical aperture of 0.5). In this contribution, the morphology of the resulting structures is

discussed. VC 2012 Laser Institute of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Primary processes induced by ultrafast laser radiation

involve nonlinear electronic excitation, energy transfer to the

lattice, and phase transitions that occur on fast (femtosecond,

picosecond) but material dependent time scales. Optimal

energy coupling with the help of suitably shaped temporal

pulse envelopes gives thus the possibility to guide the mate-

rial response towards user-designed directions, offering

extended flexibility for quality material processing.1 Regard-

ing wide gap materials, lasers delivering ultrashort pulses

have emerged as a promising tool for a variety of applica-

tions ranging from precision micromachining on and below

the wavelength of light to medical surgery.2 Within the con-

text of laser control, it is the transient free-electron density in

the conduction band of the dielectric that plays a fundamen-

tal role in addition to various propagation and relaxation

mechanisms. A large number of experiments make use of the

threshold of observed damage as experimental evidence for

exceeding a certain critical electron density after the laser

interaction. These involve pulse duration measurements3–5

and pulse-train experiments6 all showing a strong depend-

ence of the damage threshold on pulse duration and on pulse

separation. Direct studies of transient electron densities

range from intensities below7,8 up to well above the break-

down threshold.9,10 The temporal evolution of the free-

electron density and the role of the fundamental ionization

processes are strongly depending on time and intensity,11,12

and a dependence on the instantaneous frequency was also

reported.13 Two main processes for generating free electrons

are multiphoton ionization (MPI) and avalanche ionization

(AI). MPI requires no free initial free electrons and has high-

est efficiency for shortest pulses. AI on the other hand needs

initial free electrons and needs time to establish. In our work,

we make use of temporally asymmetric femtosecond pulses

in order to control MPI and AI. Control leads to different

final electron densities (and energies) as the direct temporal

profile and the time inverted profile address the two ioniza-

tion processes in a different fashion. This results in observed

different thresholds for material modification in fused silica

as well as in reproducible lateral structures being an order of

magnitude below the diffraction limit. Our original experi-

ments using third order dispersion (TOD) are published in

Refs. 14 and 15. Analytic expressions for pulse shapes rele-

vant to material processing are compiled in Refs. 16 and 17.

In the latter publication, it was found that a temporally asym-

metric pulse envelope based on TOD and its time reversed

counterpart—both having constant instantaneous fre-

quency—shows a different threshold for surface material

processing, whereas no pronounced differences between up-

and down-chirped radiation based on group delay dispersion

(GDD) (i.e., symmetric temporal pulse envelope but asym-

metric instantaneous frequency) were observed in the meas-

ured structure diameters and thresholds. After a short

description of the experiment and a short summary of the

work performed so far, we present here the morphology of

the structures based on scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

II. EXPERIMENT

In our experiment, we combine femtosecond pulse shap-

ing techniques18 (that can reach nowadays zeptosecond preci-

sion)19 with a microscope setup for material processing.14,20

Linear polarized laser pulses with 35 fs full width at half max-

imum (FWHM) pulse duration and a central wavelength of

790 nm are provided by an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser sys-

tem. After passing a calibrated home built spectral phase mod-

ulator,21 the pulses are focused via a Zeiss LD Epiplan

50� 0.5 numerical aperture (NA) objective to a spot diameter

of 1.4 lm (1/e2 value of intensity profile). The dispersion ofa)Electronic mail: baumert@physik.uni-kassel.de
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the objective was measured to be �900 6 50 fs2 (GDD) and

compensated prior to the experiments. The pulse shaper is

properly operated in a parameter regime far away from space

time coupling effects22 as verified also via quantum optical

measurements with the same setup.23,24 Shaped pulses are

characterized in the interaction region via second order cross

correlation. The sample is translated by a 3-axis piezo table to

a new position for each shot. A typical measurement pattern

consists of an array of points where we vary the pulse shapes,

energy, and focal z-position. After laser processing, the sam-

ples are analyzed via SEM and AFM.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results obtained from our earlier experiments14,15 are

summarized in Fig. 1. Systematic studies with phase shaped

laser pulses based on TOD leading to asymmetric temporally

shaped laser pulses revealed a change in the threshold depend-

ing on whether the direct pulse shape or the time inverted pro-

file was used [see Fig. 1(A)]. Theoretical simulations based

on a multiple rate equation (MRE) model described in Ref. 12

show that it is the timing of an intense photoionizing subpulse

which can turn on or off AI. The observed nanoscale struc-

tures are an order of magnitude below the diffraction limit

and remarkably stable with respect to variations in laser flu-

ence [see Fig. 1(C)]. Applying pure second order dispersion at

threshold, also subdiffraction structures are created; however,

no substructure being stable with respect to laser fluence var-

iations was observed.17

In Fig. 2, the observed morphologies for bandwidth lim-

ited pulses and TOD shaped pulses are summarized. Our

original data were analyzed mainly via SEM. Recently, we

turned to AFM characterization in addition. A systematic

comparison between AFM and SEM structures obtained with

bandwidth limited pulses (not shown) revealed that for the

outer structure AFM and SEM, measurements gave the same

diameters, whereas for the inner diameter, the SEM struc-

tures are about 10% smaller as compared to structures deter-

mined via AFM. We define the inner diameter determined by

AFM by the diameter at which the height profile falls below

the unperturbed surface level [see Fig. 2(B)]. The maximum

depth of the generated structures may be limited by the shape

of the used high aspect ratio tip. The shape of the high aspect

ratio tip is also responsible for the asymmetry in profile seen

in Fig. 2(B). At threshold, the structures are a few 10 nm in

depth.

The intriguing observation in Fig. 2 is that the observed

substructure for unshaped pulses occurs only for high inten-

sities and is embedded in a large area defined by the inner

structure, whereas for the TOD shaped pulses, this substruc-

ture starts to appear already at threshold. On a first glance,

the substructure might be attributed to filamentation proc-

esses as observed in bulk fused silica under similar excitation

conditions25 as well as on surfaces of dielectrics26,27 and

reviewed in Ref. 28. However, as filamentation usually needs

propagation to occur, the lack of observed propagation struc-

tures especially for the TOD shaped pulses may rule out fila-

mentation as the only explanation. Note that no plasma in air

was observed at the applied laser energies.

In order to investigate to what extent the seed and heat

model explaining the differences in observed ablation thresh-

old for temporally asymmetric pulse shapes may be extended

FIG. 1. (A) SEM micrographs of a measurement pattern on fused silica: For an applied energy E and focal position, a triplet of applied laser pulses is high-

lighted by the ellipse. Negative, zero, and positive TODs were used where the corresponding normalized temporal intensity profiles are sketched in black for

different TODs. Left: low TOD (TOD¼62.5� 104 fs3, statistic pulse duration of 2r¼ 50 fs, E¼ 77 nJ) results in negligible differences between created

structures. Middle: high positive TOD (TOD¼þ6� 105 fs3, statistic pulse duration of 2r¼ 960 fs, E¼ 71 nJ) results in a change of structure size and thresh-

old energy. Right: the threshold energy for ablation with high negative TOD (�6� 105 fs3) is reached with E¼ 110 nJ. Here, the unshaped pulse is suppressed

in order not to mask structures with TOD. (B) Transient free-electron density ntotal (solid lines) as calculated with help of the MRE, together with the density

of electrons provided by photoionization npi (dashed lines), and the corresponding transient intensities (dashed-dotted lines) of the pulse with positive TOD

(index þ) and negative TOD (index �), respectively. (C) Inner diameters (see Fig. 2) of ablation structures as a function of pulse energy for unshaped pulses

(circles). For (þ) shaped pulses (triangles pointing right) and for (�) shaped pulses (triangles pointing left), the diameter of the substructure is displayed.

Without changing the focus spot diameter, substructures below 300 nm are obtained over a large energy range, thus providing a large process window for

creation of nanostructures. The smallest structures are about 100 nm in diameter.
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to explain the spatial observations, we started simulations.

The motivation stems from the simple picture that an initial

part of the pulse structure may create free electrons in a spa-

tially very confined region well below the damage threshold

via MPI and the remaining pulse exploits AI to reach the

critical energy also in a very restricted area. In that simula-

tions, we solve rate equations for a Gaussian spatial beam

profile taking MPI, AI, and recombination into account as a

function of various temporal profiles. So far we did not get a

conclusive picture from these simulations: in the calcula-

tions, the threshold of material ablation was set by reaching

a certain electron density. This criterion allowed to describe

the threshold for material ablation correctly for various tem-

poral profiles obtained by combining short pulses with long

pulses (an example is given in Fig. 3); however, the structure

diameter (inner structure) as a function of fluence was some-

times over estimated and sometimes under estimated com-

pared to the measured ones. The substructure behavior was

never reproduced in this approach. Currently, we speculate,

in addition, to what extent nanoplasmonic effects like, for

example, near field effects from a spatially confined region

of high electron densities created by a part of the temporal

structured laser pulse can also be responsible for part of the

observations.

FIG. 2. (A) SEM micrographs for selected structures of Fig. 1(C). od¼ outer diameter, id¼ inner diameter, and sub¼ diameter of substructure. For unshaped

pulses at threshold for material processing (40 nJ) (a), at intermediate energy (140 nJ) (b), and at high energy (240 nJ) (c). Structures for high positive TOD

(TOD¼þ6� 105 fs3) at threshold (d), at intermediate energy (120 nJ) (e), and at high energy (150 nJ) (f). At threshold, the substructure merges into the inner

structure. For unshaped pulses, the substructure occurs only for high intensities and is embedded in a large area defined by the inner structure. (B) AFM image

of structure Af. The distance BB defines the outer diameter od and AA defines the inner diameter id. Note the high aspect ratio of the 800 nm deep structure.

As a general trend, the depth of the structures increased approximately linearly from the threshold up to 50 nJ above threshold in a range from several 10 to

several 100 nm for positive and negative phase masks. (C). Typical AFM structures for the unshaped laser pulse. In the energy range up to 140 nJ, a shallow

crater is observed (a), whereas in the energy range from 150 to 250 nJ, the additional small substructure appears (b).
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In order to test the seed and heat hypothesis further, we

experimentally also used pulse shapes combining pulses

stretched via GGD with a short pulse. At threshold, we again

obtain structures with a diameter slightly below 100 nm (see

Fig. 3). Dedicated double pulse experiments up to 10 ps

with the help of our latest pulse shaping setup19 are currently

performed in our labs in addition in order to study early

stage material modifications. An extension of the experi-

ments to materials with different orders of the MPI process

seems to be a promising route for a better understanding as

well.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that control of ionization processes with

tailored femtosecond pulses is an important—although not

complete—prerequisite for robust control of laser processing

of high band gap materials on the nanometer scale. We gave

evidence that our strategy opens the route to develop tailored

pulse shapes for controlled nanoscale material processing of

dielectrics.
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